Miranda Christy
817 Third Avenue North #411
Nashville, TN 37201

Doctor Corey Gathings
1311 Lischey Avenue
Nashville, TN 37207

July 24, 2016
Christiane Buggs
421 Fisk Street
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
buggsforschools@gmail.com
Dear Christiane,
We are writing to ask you to do the right thing. As you know, one of the PACs endorsing you
has disseminated information to thousands of voters that is wholly false and prejudicial to
the other candidates in this race who are working hard to reach the finish line fairly,
honestly, and graciously.
We have been waiting for you to publicly address this matter, but we have been shocked by
your silence – particularly since the integrity of your campaign has already come under
formal scrutiny in the course of this race.
The mailer at issue gives you credit for great changes that you did not make and ascribes to
you a false designation of incumbency. This is an actionable offense in some states because
it creates an unfair advantage for a campaign in the eyes of the voting public. As someone
who has deemed herself worthy of public office, you must do everything in your power to
act in good faith and correct this as quickly as possible, including, at the very least, all of the
following:
1. Immediately issue a statement to all forms of media (eg. social media, The
Tennessean, TV) declaring the MNEA / NEA Advocacy Fund (“MNEA”) mail piece
untrue.
2. By close of business July 26th, send out a mail piece from your campaign stating that
the MNEA mail piece contains false information and ascribed to you a false
designation of incumbency.
3. By close of business July 26th, demand and require MNEA send another mail piece
stating that you are not an incumbent and correcting all false information contained
in the prior mailer.
We look forward to your response. We are hopeful you will act with the integrity of
someone deserving of public office and make this right as outlined above.
Sincerely,

Miranda Christy

Doctor Corey Gathings

